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Abstract. In this work, we present a simple but a different approach to correct colors of 

digital photographs. Pictures taken on digital cameras do not portray the actual colors of 
the photo that a naked eye can see. This is because of the surroundings and the lighting 
conditions a photo is captured in. The problem of colors is solved here using an external 
component called a color checker. The algorithm takes 2 inputs and gives a color 
corrected output which helps photographers and a few other areas of work where pictures 
play an important role. The method we propose has been tuned and tested on various 
image data.The paper deals with image processing and machine learning for color 

calibration and to detect the colorchecker on the target image and uses Python 
programming language to get the output. 
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1   Introduction 

Photographs are a story that we fail to put in words. A picture holds a million emotions. A 
camera in which the picture is taken is light sensitive [1]. The changes in colors of images are 

dependent not only on the surface properties of the objects in the frame,  but also depends 

mainly on the lighting conditions which are like the angle the object is placed, the 

illuminantcolors etc.,  and on the characteristics of the digital camera we use. Human vision 

brilliantly captures the true colors but imaging devices do not do so because they cannot easily 

adapt to the spectral responses to cope up with different conditions and as a result, the 

digitised image creates an undesirable shift in the entire color range. The great spread of 

digital cameras, be it Dslr’s or a simple phone camera have brought in a new era for digital 

images depicting a huge variety of subjects. In this frame of reference, we have developed an 

algorithm that makes it possible to recognize and remove a superimposed color in a digital 

image. The algorithm is structured in two main parts:computing the color correction matrix 
and subtracting or adding it to the captured image. Few other methods to this problem and the 

advantages of this method are discussed in this paper. Future developments are also illustrated.  

Color analysis deals with a major problem which is controlling the lighting condition 

while clicking a picture.A particular color in the target frame appears to be measured as a 

different color for pictures taken under the same environment. Fields like healthcare, space 

research, food industries and other color-managed areas apply color calibration on a daily 

basis.This work deals with a physical object that helps correct colors called the colorchecker. 

The ColorCheckerColor Rendition Chart, this very well known chart with an array of 4 x 6 

color patches, is an icon of the imaging industry. It was formally presented in a 1976 article by 
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C. S. McCamy and his colleagues from the Macbeth Company, a Division of Kollmorgen 
Corporation at the time [4]. 

2. Background Study 

 The methods used in this paper revolve around colors, lighting and the algorithm is 
all about matrices and eigenvalues. 

2.1  The XRiteColor Checker 

 The XriteColor Checker is a device (color rendition chart) used in industries to solve 

the problem of color correction. It is originally known as the Macbeth color checker. It is a 

color calibration target of a rectangular framed cardboard arrangement of 24 squares (6x4) of 

painted samples/colors/shades. This color checker will take care of the white balance too. We 

have a neutral grey scale for white balance ( it corrects the light and make it as white as 

possible).Each of the 24 color patches represents the colors of natural objects, such as sky 

blue, flesh tones and leaf green and each patch reflects light just like its real world counterpart 

[1]. Each square is individually colored using a solid tone to produce pure, flat, rich color 

without dots or mixed tints. Figure 1 shows the XRiteColor Checker. 

 
Figure 1.  XriteColor Checker 

2.2  White Balance 

 Whenever we do a photoshoot, we expect the pictures to come out realistically, 

mostly similar to how we see it in person. For faithful reproduction, we adjust or remove 

unrealistic color casts, so that objects which appear white in person are rendered white in our 

photo is known as the White balance. Relative warmth or coolness of white light is referred to 

as color temperature. The camera’s white balance has to take into account the "color 

temperature" of a light source.Cameras can create unsightly blue, orange, or even green color 
casts because our eyes are excellent at judging what’s white under different light sources, but 

digital cameras often have great difficulty with auto white balance (AWB). A white balance 



 

 

 

 

setting in a professional camera is a numerical value (Kelvin temperature). In order to improve 
our photos under a wider range of lighting conditions, understanding digital white balance 

plays a major role thereby avoiding these color casts [7]. 

3. Related Works  

There are many other methods that can solve the problem of color correction which is 

discussed in this section. They have their own advantages and disadvantages over the 

algorithm discussed in this paper, which depends on the necessity to use photographs and 

digitise images. 

 

3.1 Adobe Lightroom 

 We take a raw picture of the target and the reference XriteColorChecker and then 

upload it to the adobeLightroom. We then convert the RAW file to DNG using a DNG 

Converter. Then open the NG in the colorchecker calibration app and we save it as a profile. 

Importing that profile into lightroom is the major step and we then apply it to all the pictures. 

We can also check white balance if needed and at the end we copy the profile to all the related 
pictures that needs to be color corrected [6]. This is indeed a good way to correct colors and it 

produces the best results, but this depends on a few external software which makes us propose 

this method described in our paper. 

  

3.2 Pantone Card 

 Pantone Card is similar to an XriteColor Checker which works with our phone 

cameras to measure and match colored objects, materials, and surfaces to their Pantone Color 

equivalents. Placing the color correction card over the shade that needs to be matched is the 

first step. Then we open Pantone’s smartphone app on our mobile divide and take a snap of 

the card.The app is designed such a way that it automatically performs color matching and 

then returns the most similar shades [5]. This can be used to correct colorstoo the same way 

we use the color checker. Figure 2shows the Pantone card. 

 
Figure 2.  Pantone Card 

 



 

 

 

 

3.3 Supervised Learning for Color Calibration 
 The image has a set of known color regions like a color checker and we need to find 

the actual colors of the image. The actual colors of the 24 squares can be extracted from the 

image using Python’s OpenCV. We take it as input, x. We know the colors of these 24 squares 

from the Macbeth ColorChecker chart. We take it as output y. Using the extracted color of as 

input(X) and actual colors of the known color region as output(Y), we need to find the 

transformation relationship (function) between X and Y.Using the transformation relationship, 

we can calibrate the color of the unknown regions in the image. This can be taken as a 

machine learning’s regression problem that used regression analysis because the values are 

continuous. This method uses multivariate regression for further results [3]. 

4. Dataset 

In order to color correct images and produce best results, the algorithm needs 2 inputs, 

one image is the target image with the color checker, and the other is the ideal colors checker 

image, provided both the inputs are under the same lighting conditions. We can compare both 

the data using the pixel values stored as csv format and then correct the color of the output 
image. This method has been tried on a variety of objects and has been trained accordingly. 

The RGB values of a color checker under ideal conditions are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Color coordinates of an ideal color checker 

5. Methodology 

Different input images are passed through the algorithm written to produce a color 

corrected output. The algorithm goes through different phases which majorly includes the 

detection of the color checker and the matrix calculation. The algorithm takes help of image 



 

 

 

 

processing where we have numerical values called “pixels” and they represent an image.These 
matrix entries are the pixel values which forms a whole image (Figure 4).The algorithm is as 

follows: 

Input-1: Picture of the target image with the colorchecker. 

Input-2:  Picture of the colorchecker alone as a reference under the same lighting 

conditions. 

Step 1:  Take a picture of the target image along with the colorchecker on any digital 

lens 

Step 2 : Take a picture of the color checker alone under the same surroundings and 

the same lighting conditions. 

Step 3 : An algorithm to detect the coordinates of the color checker is devised. 

 

 
Figure 4.  ColorChecker Detection 

 

Step 4:  Find the color coordinates (or) the r,g,b values of all the 24 colors 

Step 5: Repeat step 4 and 5 for input-2 also 
Step 6: Store the pixel values (color coordinates) of both the inputs in a csv file 

Step 7: Compute the dot product of the 2 pixel valued matrices. 

Step 8: Correct input - 1 with the color corrected matrix. 

Step 9: Convert the pixel valued matrix to a corrected image. 

Output: Color Corrected target image. 

 

The workflow of this paper and the algorithm is depicted as a flowchart in Figure 5. 

 

5.1  Color Checker Detection 

 The target image (input-1) contains the color checker. In order to get the color pixels 

of each color in the checker, we need to find their coordinates. So we devise an algorithm to 

find the x, y coordinates and then compute the RGB values at that point. This method will 
return ‘found’ when it finds a checker on the image and it will return an image overlaid with 

circles on each patch of the color. The outer circle is the "reference" value, the inner circle is 



 

 

 

 

the average value from the actual image. The coordinates as output is stored as a csv file and 
its first 24 lines contains the x, y values of each color locations and the average values. [2] 

x, y, r, g, b (csv format) 

In addition to this, the size of the color square of the checker is also stored in the last two 

lines. The alignment of the color squares are in order of the typical MacBethcolor checker 

("dark skin" top left, "black" bottom right). 

 

 

 
Figure 5.  Work-Flow 

6. Results And Analysis 

The aim of this paper is to bring out and reproduce the original colors of an image as seen 

from a human eye. We compute Color Correction Matrix (CCM) ‘A’. We can describe it as a 

4x3 matrix A which approximate the following equation: 

“Let P be a referencecolor checker matrix (24 x 3) and C be a color checker matrix to 

correct (24 x 3).” 

                                                                 P = [C 1] A 

Results observed here in Figure 9 and 10 shows a prodigious difference in the input and 

output. Figure 6 shows the snippet of the code written in python where the dot product is 

computed and the color correction matrix is printed. Figure 7 shows the type of variable the 

CCM is and how the matrix is calculated. Figure 8 shows the format in which the CCM is 
stored. Figure9 and 10 are calculated and trained on different inputs and that is why the 

numerical values of the CCM vary. 



 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.  Code Snippet 

 

 
Figure 7.  Color Correction Matrix 

 

 
Figure 8. CSV format of the matrix 

  

 
Figure 9 Result 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Color Calibration 

7. Conclusion And Future Work 

ColorCheckers, be it any color targets can be captured by digital cameras, lens and other 
color input bias, and the performing image affair can be compared to the original map, or to 

reference measures, to check the degree to which image accession reduplication systems and 

processes compare the mortal visual systems. It also can be used to color correct one print 

with the map in it (that may have a special color cast, for case thanks to a lighting 

achromatism difference) to a different" reference" print with the map in it. Because of its wide 

vacuity and use, its careful design, and its thickness, and because comprehensive 

spectrophotometric measures are available, the ColorChecker has also been used in academic 

exploration into motifs similar as spectral imaging. 

This work model gives a decent color corrected output taking in account of a few 

conditions, like lighting, camera angles and more. The method described in this paper uses an 

external, physical object - a colorchecker which is pretty expensive in the market. So in the 
future, we can optimise a few steps and also try to create a fully automated way to correct 

colors instead of depending on a materialistic thing. We should try to reproduce the original 

colors or try to print the colors rather than buying a whole new product. Also the colorcheck 

detection algorithm is pretty technical and we can work on improving it. Other methods such 

as using a pantone card, or using the method of histogram matching or using other 

unsupervised or deep learning algorithms can be taken into account to yield best results. 
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